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V4.2/6 Software Update

INTRODUCTION

This document describes the new features, new options and bug fixes incorporated in the V4.2/6 software upgrade and
details the hardware and software installation procedure required to update your system to this latest release of C100 HDS
software.

Please note that this release is only applicable to those systems that have previously been installed with V3.0/11 or greater
software and that have had the new 256 channel Blackrock DSP card installed.
Do not apply power to – or re-start – the Blackrock processor with the C100 HDS Software Disk in the processor’s DVD
drive; doing so will force a complete system re-install!

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
Assumptions

The following points are assumed in these installation instructions:

A1. This installation procedure details installation of new software and hardware on a running system, not a fresh
installation.

A2. During commissioning/installation of the C100 HDS system, at least one networked computer within the studio
facility – ideally located in the same room as the console – will have been configured to communicate with the system.
Access to one of these computers will be required to run the software installation process. This will be referred to
in the following text as the ‘networked computer’.
A3. The network IP Address that has been assigned to the C100 HDS system will be required. If you do not know either
of these details, please contact your IT or Studio Maintenance Department.

A4. The networked computer used for this installation should have an SSH client installed (‘PuTTY’, for example).
This program will be used to communicate with the C100 HDS system – login as ‘sbc’ using ‘server’ as the password.
If you are unsure how to run this program, or the default password has been changed, please contact your IT or Studio
Maintenance Department. This computer must also be fitted with a DVD ROM drive.

A5. Backing up of the current system and installation of the new software will require that the networked computer
has access to the folders exported by the C100 HDS system. This can be achieved as follows:
a. Click on ‘Run’ in the Windows Start menu.

b. In the ‘Run’ box, type ‘\\<IP_Address> <CR>’
Where: ‘\\’ indicates that we wish to mount a file share,
‘<IP_Address>’ is the IP Address of the C100 HDS system,
‘<CR>’ indicates the ‘Return’ key on the computer keyboard.

c. At the resulting login prompt, enter the username (‘sbc’) and password (the default for this login being ‘sbc123’).
This will result in a view of the shared folders on the C100 HDS system, similar to that shown below:

System backups appear in here
Support software is placed in here
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Firmware Update

C100 software V4.2/6 requires the following firmware to be running on the SSL PCI-E card and Madi Mezzanine cards.
T9960KF6

PCIE ROUTING & SPI 256CH

T989PCU9

MADI MEZZANINE CONTROL UPPER V9.0 – (for 626989X4)

T989RPLF

MADI MEZZANINE (B-RIO) CONTROL V15.0 – (for 626989X2 and 626989X3)

• T989RPLF and T989PCU9 firmware together bring ‘Loop Redundancy’ functionality for consoles running V4.

Please check the version of firmware running on the SSL PCI-E card and Madi Mezzanine cards using the firm command in
tclient and, if required, update the firmware to current revision.
• The UID numbers reported by firm will be as follows for the new firmware:
T9960KF6

UID :- 922

T989RPLF

UID :- 1446

T989PCU9

UID :- 1447

If required, please contact your SSL representative for further instruction.

Network Connection Alteration

This software update requires a slight alteration to the Ethernet configuration in redundant setups. It is now necessary to
have the master machine connected to Net 4 on the console connector panel, with the slave connected to Net 1.
For a more detailed desription of Ethernet configuration, please refer to the latest version of the C100 HDS Installation
Guide, available from www.solidstatelogic.com.
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SOFTWARE INSTALLATION ON A SINGLE BLACKROCK SYSTEM
This installation procedure applies to single Blackrock systems only – the process for redundant systems is slightly different
and so is detailed separately on page 5.

1. Check the contents of the Software Upgrade Kit against the packing list; if there are any omissions, please contact your
local SSL office before proceeding further.

Archiving the System Disk

2. As with all software installations, we strongly advise you to generate a ‘mirror’ copy of the C100 HDS System Disk
before proceeding. Open the SSH client on the networked computer and login to the C100 HDS system
(ref. Assumption A4.). Once you are logged in (as user ‘sbc’), type:
This will create a time and date stamped backup file in the
‘system_backup’ folder.

backup_system_disk <CR>

The backup process copies the entire C100 HDS System Disk and so will take a considerable time (about 5min) to
complete. It is of course also recommended that any backups created are stored off-line elsewhere.
3. To ensure that sufficient space is still available to contain the upgrade, type:
df -h /home <CR>

Installing the Support Software

Check that the percentage used is less than about 90%. If it
is higher, consider removing any old backups from the
‘system_backup’ folder.

4. Place the C100 HDS Software Disk in the DVD drive in the networked computer and open a window that displays
the contents of the DVD – do not place the software disk in the DVD drive on the Blackrock processor!

5. Locate the ‘updates’ folder within the folders exported by the C100 HDS system (ref. Assumption A5.).

6. On the DVD, open the ‘C100_V4_2_6 Updates’ folder and drag the following three .rpm files from the DVD into the
‘updates’ folder:
• kernel

SBC kernel and associated modules

• ssl_host_tools

SBC support files and applications

• ssl_console_files

Blackrock system software and files

7. Once the .rpm files have been copied, return to the SSH client and type:
install_updates <CR>.

This will unwrap and install each of the .rpm archives. Follow
the on-screen instructions to install them. Ignore any error
messages printed to the terminal during this time.
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Installing the C100 HDS System Software
8. Once the files are installed the system
code will need to be copied to the flash
memory on the Blackrock processor’s
PCIe card. At the terminal prompt typing
load_console_code <CR> will result in a
list of software versions similar to that
shown here.

Select the version of code you wish to
install by entering the number next to
the software version, eg. 1 <CR> in the
illustration opposite. The system code
will now be copied to the flash device on
the PCIe card. A percentage indicator on
the terminal will provide an indication as
to how far through the process the
system is. On completion a prompt will request a key on the keyboard be pressed to shutdown ‘p’ or reboot ‘r’ the
Blackrock processor.
It is strongly recommended that at this point the Blackrock processor be shutdown and re-powered if at all possible!

Enabling the New System

9. When the system has fully booted, a pop-up will appear on screen inviting you to enter a Software Licence string and
so enable the software.
You will not be able to use the console until the Software Licence has been accepted.
Open the Software Licence envelope containing your Licence string and type this carefully using the on-screen
keyboard. Once the system has verified the validity of the Licence, a Software Licence Agreement will appear onscreen. Stab on the ‘I Agree’ box at the top of the pop-up to complete the licensing procedure.
Reboot the processor to ensure the licence is correctly read.

10. Remember to store the Software Licence string in a safe place along with the C100 HDS Software Disk.
Once the update is complete and the console has rebooted, any Windows workgroup the Blackrock has been assigned to
may need to be reassigned (updates performed by the SSL Host Tools package may erase various parts of the network
integration settings) – you may need to contact your contact your IT or Studio Maintenance personnel to check this.
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INSTALLATION ON A REDUNDANT BLACKROCK SYSTEM

Installation of software and support files on a redundant Blackrock system must be performed on one processor at a time
with the other processor powered down. Do not attempt this process with both units running!

1. Check the contents of the Software Upgrade Kit against the packing list; if there are any omissions, please contact your
local SSL office before proceeding further.

Archiving the System Disk

2. As with all software installations, we strongly advise you to generate a ‘mirror’ copy of the C100 HDS System Disk
before proceeding. Open the SSH client on the networked computer and login to the C100 HDS system
(ref. Assumption A4.). Once you are logged in (as user ‘sbc’), type:
This will create a time and date stamped backup file in the
‘system_backup’ folder.

backup_system_disk <CR>

The backup process copies the entire C100 HDS System Disk and so will take a considerable time (~5min) to complete.
It is of course also recommended that any backups created are stored off-line elsewhere. This must be done separately
for both Blackrock processors – but this can be done on both processors simultaneously.
3. To ensure that sufficient space is still available to contain the upgrade, on each system type:
df -h /home <CR>

Installing the Support Software

Check that the percentage used is less than about 90%. If it
is higher, consider removing any old backups from the
‘system_backup’ folder.

4. Ensure that the slave Blackrock processor has been powered down. Proceed through the following steps on the master
processor first.

5. Place the C100 HDS Software Disk in the DVD drive in the networked computer and open a window that displays
the contents of the DVD – do not place the software disk in the DVD drive on the Blackrock processor!

6. Locate the ‘updates’ folder within the folders exported by the C100 HDS system (ref. Assumption A5.).

7. On the DVD, open the ‘C100_V4_2_6 Updates’ folder and drag the following three .rpm files from the DVD into the
‘updates’ folder:
• kernel

SBC kernel and associated modules

• ssl_host_tools

SBC support files and applications

• ssl_console_files

Blackrock system software and files

8. Once the .rpm files have been copied, return to the SSH client and type:
install_updates <CR>.

This will unwrap and install each of the .rpm archives. Follow
the on-screen instructions to install them. Ignore any error
messages printed to the terminal during this time.
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Installing the C100 HDS System Software
9. Once the files are installed the system
code will need to be copied to the flash
memory on the Blackrock processor’s
PCIe card. At the terminal prompt typing
load_console_code <CR> will result in a
list of software versions similar to that
shown here.

Select the version of code you wish to
install by entering the number next to
the software version, eg. 1 <CR> in the
illustration opposite. The system code
will now be copied to the flash device on
the PCIe card. A percentage indicator on
the terminal will provide an indication as
to how far through the process the
system is. On completion a prompt will request a key on the keyboard be pressed to shutdown ‘p’ or reboot ‘r’ the
Blackrock processor.
It is strongly recommended that at this point the Blackrock processor be shutdown and re-powered if at all possible!

Enabling the New System

10. When the system has fully booted, a pop-up will appear on screen inviting you to enter a Software Licence string and
so enable the software.
You will not be able to use the console until the Software Licence has been accepted.
Open the Software Licence envelope containing your Licence strings. Each processor will have a different licence;
match the 5 digit PAL id. given with the licence to the Blackrock network ID on the sticker on the front face of the
Blackrock unit and type this in carefully using the on-screen keyboard. Once the system has verified the validity of the
Licence, a Software Licence Agreement will appear on-screen. Stab on the ‘I Agree’ box at the top of the pop-up to
complete the licensing procedure. Reboot the processor to ensure the licence is correctly read.

11. Power down the master Blackrock processor and power up the slave processor, such that only the slave processor
is on and running. Repeat this process from Step 2. for the slave processor.

12. Once all updates have been performed, re-boot both processors together.

13. Remember to store the Software Licence strings in a safe place along with the C100 HDS Software Disk.
Once the update is complete and the console has rebooted, any Windows workgroup the Blackrock has been assigned to
may need to be reassigned (updates performed by the SSL Host Tools package may erase various parts of the network
integration settings) – you may need to contact your contact your IT or Studio Maintenance personnel to check this.
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C-PLAY AUDIO PLAYOUT SYSTEM

C-Play is a unique cost option that integrates a file playout system into your console’s architecture, replacing expensive
separate Cart machines, and integrating the set-up into the console’s project system to allow complete show recall. The
playout system can deal with mono, stereo or 5.1 ‘Cuts’ (audio files) and simplifies the task of automated production by
allowing a completely integrated system.

C-Play Overview

C-Play is accessed by touching the C-Play button (shown left) which is located in the User Toolbox at the base
of the touchscreen.

C-Play has two players, both accessed through the same window. The 1 Player 2 button switches control between the
players – the side of the button which is lit indicates which player is active. The Master Scroller’s left and right buttons can
also be used to switch control between players. Both players can be playing at the same time.

Each player can be in V-Cart or Freeplay mode: V-Cart mode allows all of the console’s Cut files to be listed and triggered
either as individual Cuts, or as Playlists (sequences of Cuts), using a standard folder architecture navigated using the Master
Scroller; Freeplay mode allows quick-access, single-touch triggering of up to 96 Cuts per player, with Player 2 able to play
two Cuts simultaneously.
V-Cart Mode
Cut Edit

Freeplay Mode

V-Cart
Cut view
Freeplay
view

Playlist Edit

Trigger Edit

V-Cart
Playlist view

Note that C-Play requires the console to be running at a sample rate of 48kHz.

C-Play Formats

Player 1 is able to play mono, stereo and 5.1 Cuts, whereas Player 2 is able to play mono and stereo Cuts.
Note that if you play a 5.1 Cut on Player 2, it will be played out as Dual Mono (in other words, it will folded down to mono
and played out on both stereo channels)
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C-Play Routing and Channel Assignment

C-Play’s two players can be routed as a normal audio source, using the console’s standard rooting procedures (See Section
5 of the main Operating Manual). By default, the C-Play sources are located in the Misc group, simply labelled CPlay 1
and CPlay 2, but can be moved to any other group in the normal way.

If a player has been assigned a channel strip, basic transport functions can be controlled from the fader and softkeys (See
Transport Control Options), and essential Cut status information is displayed in the Pan area at the base of the Channel
Information Display.

V-Cart Mode

To enter V-Cart mode from Freeplay mode, touch the V-Cart button towards the top right of the C-Play window.
Note that if this button is labelled ‘Freeplay’, you are already in V-Cart mode.

Navigating V-Cart Mode

In V-Cart mode, Player 1’s Cut or Playlist list is shown on the left and Player 2’s list is shown on the right. Each list can be
placed in Playlist view by touching the Playlist button. The Playlist button lights to indicate Playlist mode.
Note that one player can be Cut view while the other is in Playlist view. The Playlist button indicates the view for the
currently controlled player.
Note also that if the unselected player is in Freeplay mode while the selected player is in V-Cart mode, the file list for the
unselected player will be blank
Switch controls between Players 1 and 2
Player 1 File list
Touch to enter
Playlist view

Player 2 File list
Close C-Play
Switch to
Freeplay Mode

Cut
View

Opens Cut Edit
window
Touch to enter
Cuts view
Playlist
View
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Player 1
Playlist list

Opens Playlist
Edit window

Player 2
Still in Cut view
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Note that, on systems with a redundant core, a Sync button will be displayed between the Playlist and 1 Player 2
buttons whenever the Master is in operation. See ‘Redundancy Synchronisation’ for more information.
Lists display titles in alphabetical order, and the list is navigated using the Master Scroller: Use the Scroller’s left and right
buttons to switch between players, then use the Scroller to move up and down the list of entries. Pressing the Scroller will
select that entry in the list, either for playing (in the case of Cuts and Playlists) or for further navigation (in the case of
folders).
Cuts and Playlists can be placed in folders – any folders which have been created will be displayed at the top of the list, and
are displayed in red. To open a folder, scroll to the folder with the Master Scroller and press the scroller. The folder’s
contents will now be listed, and the folder’s name will be shown at the top of the list in blue, preceded by <-../ (shown as
<-../ News in the picture below). Select this entry to navigate up a level, out of the folder. < root> indicates that you
are at the top level and cannot navigate up any further.
Cut View
> – Cut is
assigned in
Freeplay
Playout
order
position
Cut length

Name of open folder. Select
to navigate up a level.
<root> – top level.
Folder: Select to open
Yellow – current
selection
Red outline –
scroller position

Playlist View
Select to
create a
new
Playlist
A–
Auto
mode

Cut view displays each Cut’s duration to the right of the Cut title. An arrow symbol (‘>’) before a Cut indicates that the
Cut has been assigned a Freeplay Trigger (See Freeplay Mode for details), and a blue number before a Cut indicates its
position in the play order (See Playing Cuts, below).
An ‘A’ before a Playlist indicates that the Playlist is in Auto mode (See Playlist Edit for details). To create a new Playlist,
select the < new playlist> entry in the Playlist list, and configure the Playlist in the Edit Playlist window which opens.
(See Playlist Edit for details)
Note that folders are created using the Samba Share directly, and not via the C-Play interface. See ‘Uploading and Managing
Audio Files for C-Play’ for details.
Note also that new Cuts are added by dragging audio files into the C-Play Cuts folder on the Samba Share (See ‘Uploading
and Managing Audio Files for C-Play’), or by re-editing an existing audio file (See Saving Edited Cuts).
The Cuts list will not display sub-folders which do not include any audio files. See ‘Uploading and Managing Audio Files for
C-Play’ for details.
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Playing Cuts in V-Cart

To play a Cut, locate the Cut with the Master Scroller so that it is outlined in red, then press the scroller. The entry will
go yellow, and if the Player is playing no other audio, the Cut will start to play.

A fade in will be applied if one has been configured in the Cut’s Edit window (See Editing Cuts for more).
Playback can be paused or stopped using the on-screen Pause and Stop buttons.

Note that transport functions can be triggered in a variety of ways. See ‘Transport Control Options’ for more information.
Note also that if the Pause button is active when a Cut is selected, the Cut will be loaded into the Player without starting
automatically, allowing for it to be started manually – by a fader start, for example. See ‘Transport Control Options’ for
details.
The name of the Cut currently playing appears in white below the Cuts List, and in the Pan area at the base of the Channel
Information Display. If any additional Cuts are cued for playout, the next one in the queue is displayed in grey beneath the
currently playing Cut’s name:
Channel
Information Display

Current Cut

Touchscreen
C-Play window

Transport Status

Time until Cut end

Time since Cut start
Progress Bar
Next Cut

The surround of the Channel Information Display’s C-Play player goes green to indicate that there is one
second remaining for the current Cut.
Cueing Up Multiple Cuts
The Follow On button defines what happens if a new Cut is selected while the Player is already playing audio:
- If Follow On is not selected, any Cut which was playing will be stopped, and the new Cut will start.

- If Follow On is selected, the new selection will start once any currently playing Cut has finished; If any additional
Cuts are then selected, they will be placed at the back of the playout queue, effectively creating a temporary Playlist.

Once a Cut is selected, a number will appear to the left of the Cut in the list, indicating its position in the playout order –
if Follow On is not selected, the number will always be 1, indicating that it is the current Cut. If Follow On is selected,
then the number will increment with each new selection, as each Cut is placed at the back of the queue.

With Follow On selected, Cuts can be set to repeat by pressing the Scroller the required number of times. You can also
place the same Cut in different places in the playout queue. A plus (+) sign next to the playout order number for a Cut
indicates that it occurs more than once in the playout queue.
Tip: To create a temporary playlist without having to start it playing immediately, engage both the Follow On and
Pause functions then select the Cuts to be included.
Note that, where a Cut appears in more than one location within the queue, this order number always refers to the next
time the file will play.
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Looping Playback
If the Loop button is not selected, the Cut will play once and stop. If Loop is selected, the Cut will loop until it is stopped
using the Stop or Pause buttons.

If Loop and Follow On are both active when Cuts are selected, the full playout queue is looped, with each Cut being placed
at the back of the queue each time it finishes playing; Selecting a new Cut while this loop is playing will cause the new Cut
to be inserted at the end of the loop. If the Loop button is cancelled, C-Play will complete the current loop, and then stop.
The playout order numbers will keep changing to reflect the play order.
Note that the first Cut selected for the loop is always treated as the start-point of the loop – a new Cut will be inserted
after the last Cut to be added, not at the end of the playlist. See below for clarification.
Note also that if Loop is active but Follow On is inactive, selecting a new Cut will immediately stop the old Cut and
start looping the new Cut.

Playout Example

The following example may clarify the playout order numbering system displayed in blue to the left of
the Cuts in the list, as well as the interaction of the Loop and Follow On functions.
With Loop and Follow On both active, the loopiest 01 to 07 have been added in order, with
loopiest 03 being added twice, as indicated by the plus sign (+) next to its playout position number.
loopiest 06 is currently playing, as indicated by its playout order number being 1.

At this point, loopiest 08 is added, and is inserted in playout position 3, after loopiest 07 which
was the last to be added (rather than at the back of the queue after loopiest 05).

If Loop was switched off at this point, loopiest 06, 07 and 08 would playout before playback was stopped.

Crossfades
When Loop and/or Follow On are active, fades are applied at each Cut transition. The length of each fade in and fade
out is specific to the Cut being played, and is defined in the Cut Edit window (See Editing Cuts for details).

Where there is a fade in on the incoming Cut (in other words, when its fade in time is 0.01s or more), the fade in will start
when the previous Cut’s fade out starts:
Cut 2 starts when Cut 1 fade out starts

Where there is no fade in on the incoming Cut (in other words, when its fade in time is set to 0), the fade in will start when
the previous Cut’s fade out finishes:
Cut 2 starts when Cut 1 fade out finishes
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Editing Cuts

To edit a Cut, select the Cut’s Player and ensure that the Playlist button is not lit. Select the Cut with the Master
scroller then touch the Cut Edit button. The following window will open:
Close Cut Edit
Audition controls

‘Title box’. Touch to edit
value with Master Scroller

Start indicator

‘Value box’. Touch to edit
value with keypad pop-up

Current play
position

Cut Tail indicator

Note that the Cut Edit window can also be accessed from the Playlist Edit and Trigger Setup windows.
Important Note: Players must be in Stop before you enter the Cut Edit Page.
Touching the Fade In, Fade Out, Level, Start or Cut Tail title boxes will assign their associated value to the Master
Scroller. Alternatively, touching any of the value boxes will open a calculator pop-up in which a new value can be typed –
Clear sets the value to 0, Cancel cancels the pop-up along with any changes types, and Enter closes the pop-up and
activates the new value.
The following values regarding the playout behaviour of the Cut can be set:
Start

Cut Tail
Fade In

The start time of the Cut

The end time of the Cut

The length of the fade in.

(from the start of the audio file; Range = 0 – 59.99s)

(from the end of the audio file; Range = 0 – 59.99s)

(measured in length; Range = 0 – 9.99s)
(Fade in starts at the Start time)

Fade Out The length of the fade out. (measured in length; Range = 0 – 9.99s)
(Fade out ends at the Cut Tail time)
Any level trim for the file.

Level

(Range = ±20dB)

Once a Start, Cut Tail, Fade In or Fade Out title box has been selected, the Master Scroller arrow buttons can be
used to cycle between Start and Cut Tail, or Fade In and Fade Out, or – if Loop is activated – all four.
Start
value
File Fade In
Start Start

Fade In value

Fade Out value

Fade In
End

Fade Out
Start

Cut
Tail
value
Cut
End

File
End

The graphic at the base of the screen indicates the Start and Cut Tail values, and displays a progress bar during auditions.
Beneath the graphic is a numeric display of the edited Cut’s Duration.
Note that the values associated with all of these parameters are always active, regardless of whether or not their title box
is highlighted.
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Auditioning Cut Edits
The play button in the centre of the window is used for auditioning the Cut’s start or end edit points, depending on
whether the Start or Cut Tail button is active in the window.
Note that the audition play function is replicated by the Master scroller push-switch.
When the Cut’s Start button is active, it is possible to just listen to the relevant opening section of the Cut by activating
the Post Roll button followed by the play button. The Post Roll value is the length of time the file will audition for
before stopping or looping back to the start, and is set by touching its value box and using the keypad pop-up which appears.
Post Roll is measured from the end of the fade in, as shown below.
Similarly, when the Cut’s Cut Tail button is active, it is possible to just listen to the relevant closing section of the Cut by
activating the Pre Roll button followed by the play button. The Pre Roll value is the length of time before the Cut Tail
point at which the audition will start, and is set by touching its value box and using the keypad pop-up which appears. Pre
Roll is measured back from the start of the fade out.
Note that the Post Roll and Pre Roll title boxes are simply on-off buttons and do not set the Master Scroller to
controlling their value.

Audition Start

Start Auditions

Audition End

Audition Start

Post Roll value
Start
Time

Cut Tail Auditions

Audition End

Pre Roll value

Fade In
End

Fade Out
Start

Cut
End

When the Loop button is active, touching the audition play button plays through the cross-fade between the end of the
file and the start of the same file as defined by the Start and Cut Tail times (as if the Cut were looping), allowing file
transitions to be auditioned.
Loop Auditions

Audition Start
Pre Roll value

Audition End
Post Roll value

Note that Pre Roll and Post Roll are always active when the Loop function is on.
Note also that where there is no fade in, the new track will start at the end of the fade out, not the start. See Page 11 for
details.
Note also that no progress is displayed at the bottom of the window when the Cut is playing on Loop.
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Saving Edited Cuts
The Save button in the Cut Edit window simply saves the Cut with its edits under the same name. Pressing the Save
button on a Cut which hasn’t been saved before will cause a keyboard to appear, in which the Cut can be named before
saving.
The Save As button allows the Cut to be saved with a new name, leaving the Cut on which it was based unchanged.
Note that all Cut edits are non-destructive. Any number of Cuts can be created using the same root audio file.
Press OK to close the Cut Edit window and return to the previous screen.
Note also that new Cuts are always saved in the same folder as the one on which it is based. The Cut’s location can be
altered via Samba Share. See ‘Uploading and Managing Audio Files for C-Play’ for details.
Note also that edits to Cuts are not project-specific – any changes made to a Cut will affect that Cut in every context in
which it is used.
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Playing Playlists

Playlists do not play automatically when selected – locating a Playlist and pressing the Scroller only loads the Playlist for playing.
The Playlist will go yellow in the list, indicating that it is selected. To play the selected Playlist, press the scroller again.
Note that transport functions can be triggered in a variety of ways. See ‘Transport Control Options’ for more information.
The titles of the current Cut will appear in white below the Playlist list and in the Pan area at the base of the Channel
Information Display, with the next Cut in the Playlist shown below it in grey:
Channel
Information Display

Current Cut

Touchscreen
C-Play window

Transport Status

Time until Cut end

Time since Cut start
Progress Bar
Next Cut

The surround of the Channel Information Display’s C-Play player goes green to indicate when there is one
second remaining for each Cut.

Playlists can be set to play through automatically (Auto mode), or to pause after each Cut until the next one
is manually triggered (Manual mode).
See ‘Creating or Editing Playlists’ for information on selecting Manual or Auto mode.
Playlists in Auto mode are indicated by a green A symbol before its name in the Playlist list. When Auto is active for the
Playlist, the Touchscreen Loop button can be used to loop the entire Playlist.

In Auto, fades are applied at each Cut transition. The length of each fade in and fade out is specific to the Cut being played,
and is defined in the Cut Edit window. Where there is a fade in on the incoming Cut (in other words, when its fade in
time is 0.01s or more), the fade in will start when the previous Cut’s fade out starts:
Cut 2 starts when Cut 1 fade out starts
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Where there is no fade in on the incoming Cut (in other words, when its fade in time is set to 0), the fade in will start when
the previous Cut’s fade out finishes:
Cut 2 starts when Cut 1 fade out finishes

See ‘Editing Cuts’ for details of how to edit fade times.
In Manual mode, the Master Scroller, on-screen Pause button, or other
transport control options can then be used to trigger the next Cut in a Playlist,
and the Skip button can be used to skip the current Cut and start playback
for the next Cut in the Playlist.
Note that pressing Skip while playing the last Cut in the Playlist will restart
the Playlist from the beginning.
Note also that Skip is unavailable in Auto mode, and that Loop is
unavailable in Manual mode.

Select to
create a
new
Playlist
A–
Auto
mode

See ‘Transport Control Options’ for more information on using alternative Cut triggers.
Press the Pause button to pause playback; press is again to continue playback from the pause location.

In Auto mode, pressing the Stop button once will cancel the Playlist but leave the current Cut playing until it finishes;
pressing Stop again will stop playback and reset the Playlist. In Manual mode, the Stop button will stop playback and cue
the next Cut in the Playlist.
Triggering a new Playlist while audio is already playing will cause a warning pop-up to appear. Press OK to stop the previously
playing audio, or Cancel to cancel the new selection.
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Creating and Editing Playlists

To edit a Playlist (or to create a new Playlist based on an old one), use the Master Scroller to select the Playlist, then touch
Playlist Edit.
Note that if you are creating a new Playlist based on an old one, remember to use the Save As function, to avoid losing
the original Playlist!
To create a Playlist from scratch, use the Master Scroller to select the < new playlist> option in the Playlist list.
Add Cuts to Playlist,
at end (Append)
or at selected
location (Insert)

Close Playlist Edit, or
finish adding new Cuts

Cuts currently
in Playlist

Define whether each
Cut plays automatically
or requires manual
triggering

Playlist Audition
controls

Open Cut Edit
for selected Cut

Cuts which are currently included in the Playlist are displayed in the list in the centre of the Playlist Edit window.

To add new Cuts, touch Append or Insert – the Append button adds new Cuts to the end of the Playlist, and the
Insert button inserts them above the currently highlighted Cut. The appropriate button will light, and the central list will
switch to displaying the Player’s Cuts files and folders. Select the Cut to be added, using the normal C-Play navigation
procedures.
Note: To add a Cut to the end of a playlist using Insert mode, highlight the empty space below the last Cut displayed
and press Insert.
In Insert mode, the display will revert to normal Playlist Edit view once a Cut has been selected.

In Append mode, the display will remain in Cut List view, allowing more Cuts to be Appended. A black number will appear
to the left of each selected Cut to indicate the order in which it will appear in the Playlist. Re-press the Append button
to finish adding Cuts and return to the normal Playlist Edit view.

Note that the Audition button must not be active during an Append or Insert procedure, or else files will be auditioned,
not added to the Playlist.
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Playlists can be set to either play through the list of Cuts without pausing, or to pause between each Cut until it is manually
triggered. This is done using the Auto/Manual button beneath the Save As button: To cause the Playlist to play without
requiring manual triggering, set the button to Auto (button lit). To make the Playlist pause between Cuts, set the button
to Manual (button unlit). Playlists are prefixed with an ‘A’ in the main Playlist list to indicate when they are in Auto mode.

To remove a Cut from the Playlist, use the Master Scroller to highlight the Cut to be deleted, then touch the Delete
button.
Note that the Delete button only deletes Cuts from the Playlist, not from C-Play.
To re-order the Cuts in the Playlist, use the Scroller to highlight the Cut to be moved, touch the Move button, then scroll
to the new location and press the Scroller.
Auditioning Cuts and Playlists
It is possible to listen to Cuts which you intend to add to a Playlist, or which have already been included in the Playlist. This
is done by activating the Audition button towards the base of the Edit Playlist window, and then selecting the Cut you wish
to play using the Master Scroller. This function works whether the display is showing the Playlist’s Cuts, or the full Cuts
List as part of the Append or Insert procedures.

When auditioning Cuts already added to the Playlist, it is possible to include the transition from the previous Cut in the
Playlist, by activating the Pre Roll button. To adjust how much of the previous Cut you hear as part of the audition, touch
the blue value box to the right of the Pre Roll button, enter a time value (in seconds) in the calculator pop-up which
appears, and press Enter to activate the value and close the pop-up.
Note that the Pre Roll value is only displayed when the Pre Roll button is active
Note also that Pre Roll is disabled when auditioning Cuts within the main Cuts List, as part of the Append or Insert
procedures.
Saving Playlists
The Save button in the Playlist Edit window simply saves the Playlist under the same name. Pressing the Save button
on a Playlist which hasn’t been saved before will cause a keyboard to appear, in which the Playlist can be named before saving.
The Save As button allows the Playlist to be saved with a new name, leaving the Playlist on which it was based unchanged.

Press OK to close the Playlist Edit window and return to the previous screen. Pressing OK when your changes have
not been saved will activate the Save As function, inviting you to name and save the edited Playlist. To cancel your changes,
press OK and then simply cancel the keyboard pop-up which appears.
Note that new Playlists are always saved in the same folder as the one on which it is based. The Playlist location can be
altered via Samba Share. See ‘Uploading and Managing Audio Files for C-Play’ for details.
Note also that the Save, Save As and OK buttons can be used to save and close Playlists when displaying the main
Cuts List as well as when displaying the Playlist itself.
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Freeplay Mode

To enter Freeplay mode from V-Cart mode, use the 1 Player 2 button to select the correct Player, then
touch the Freeplay button towards the top right of the C-Play window. The Freeplay display will open,
and the Channel Information Display for the player’s fader strip will display a green Play button, as shown
to the right.

The main part of the Freeplay window consists of 16 Cut Triggers in four rows of four. There are 96 Triggers available to
each player, spread across six pages (Triggers 1-16, 17-32, 33-48, 49-64, 65-80 and 81-96) – you can scroll through the
pages of Triggers using the up and down arrows to the right of the Trigger area.

In basic operation, simply touch a Trigger in the Freeplay screen (with neither Trigger Setup nor Swap
selected) to start playback. Triggers go dark to indicate that they are playing.

Note that the Edit Trigger page defines what happens if a Trigger is touched while another Trigger is already playing.
The top and bottom of the Freeplay Trigger go green to indicate when there is one second remaining for each
Cut.
Switch
controls
between
Players

Close C-Play
Switch to V-Cart Mode
To edit a Trigger, activate Trigger Setup,
then touch the appropriate Trigger

Touch a
Trigger
to trigger
its Cut

To swap the location of two
Triggers, activate Swap and touch
both Triggers to be swapped
Scroll up and down through Trigger pages

Pause or Stop all active Triggers

To pause all Triggers currently in playback, touch All Pause. To continue playback of all paused Triggers from the pause
location, touch All Pause again. To stop and reset all Triggers currently in playback, touch All Stop.

To swap the location of two Triggers, activate the Swap function, then touch each of the Triggers to be swapped.
Each Trigger displays the following information:
Trigger number

Cut Name

Play time
(from start)

Time remaining

Progress bar

Transport status

Note that if a Trigger has been set to loop continuously, the time and progress shown in the Trigger display indicate
progress through each loop. However, if a Trigger has been set to a specific number of loops, the Trigger display indicates
the progress through the complete set of loops, rather than each individual loop.
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The transport symbol indicates the current status of the Trigger’s transport, as follows:
Stopped;
Playing;

Paused;

Playing, looped a specified number of times;
Playing, looped continuously;

(or any other number) Queued for play. The value indicates the position in the Trigger queue.

Freeplay Trigger Setup

The Cut assigned to each Trigger is assigned in the Trigger Setup display, opened by touching Trigger Setup, followed
by the Trigger to be used. Other Trigger configuration is also performed here:

Once a Trigger is playing, touching the
Trigger again can be set to either
Re-start playback, Pause playback, or
stop and reset (neither selected).

Select a progress bar colour

Close Trigger Setup

Select Clear
to clear Cut
from Trigger

If a Trigger is started while another is
playing, the new Trigger can either:
stop others, start after others (Add
cut to queue), or play over others
(neither selected – Player 2 only).
To loop playback, touch Loop and
define the number of Loops.

Use Scroller
to select Cut
to assign to
Trigger

Open
Cut Edit
window for
selected Cut
Audition
selected
Cut

> indicates Cut is
already assigned
to a Trigger

Use Find to locate the assigned
Cut or to open Trigger Setup for
the Trigger associated with a Cut

The Trigger being configured is shown at the top of the window, with the Player number (Pl.), Trigger number (Tr.) and
Cut title all indicated, Use the Master Scroller’s left and right buttons to move the Trigger Setup display to any of the
Player’s 96 Triggers.
The Cuts List in the righthand side of the window can be used to select Cuts using the normal navigation procedures – locate
the Cut using the Master Scroller, then press the Scroller to select it.

You can audition the selected Cut by touching the Audition button at the base of the window – the stop-play status and
progress of the audition are displayed above the button. Press Audition again to stop auditioning.

To loop the Cut’s playback, activate the Loop button. To define the number of times the cut plays once Triggered, touch
the number box next to the Loop button, type the appropriate number in the calculator pop-up which appears, and press
OK. To set the Trigger to loop continuously, select a Loop value of 0 (zero).
Note that the number refers to the number of plays, not the number of loops. In other words, a value of 1 will play the
Cut once!
Note also that the Loop function is active whether or not the Loop button is lit.
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Each Cut can only be assigned to one Trigger – an arrow symbol (>) to the left of a Cut indicates that it has already been
assigned to a Trigger.
The Find button serves two purposes: It can be used to locate the Cut already assigned to the current Trigger, or to open
the Trigger Setup page for the Trigger associated with a particular Cut.
- To locate the cut assigned to the current Trigger, use the Scroller to move the cursor to an unassigned Trigger
and press the Find button. The Cuts List will navigate to the appropriate Cut.

- To edit a Trigger which is already associated with a Cut, navigate to that Cut in the Cuts List and press the Find
button. The Trigger Setup display will switch to the Trigger to which the Cut is assigned.

The Cut Edit window can be accessed via the Cut Edit button, if required.

Triggers can be colour-coded by touching one of the colours displayed in the centre of the display. The colour will be
displayed in the Trigger’s progress bar.
The upper two Trigger options in the left-hand side of the screen define what happens if a Trigger is touched once it is
already playing. There are three options:
- The Trigger starts again from the beginning (Re-starts playback)

- The Trigger Pauses playback, in which case touching the Trigger again will start it from the current location
- The Trigger stops and resets (Neither option selected).

The lower two Trigger options in the left-hand side of the screen define what happens if a Trigger is touched when other
Triggers are already playing. Again, there are three options:
- All Triggers currently playing are stopped, and the new selection starts alone (Stops others)

- The new Trigger is queued up to start once all currently active Triggers have finished (Add cut to queue)

- With neither option selected on Player 1, the new Trigger will not activate.
With neither option selected on Player 2, the new Trigger will start over the top of the one currently playing,
where there is capacity for it to do so. Where there isn’t capacity for another file to start (ie. when two Cuts are
already playing), the new Trigger will not activate.
Note that, as Player 1 can only play one Trigger at a time, we suggest selecting Stops others for all Player 1 Triggers.
To clear a Cut from a Trigger and return the Trigger to its blank state, select the Clear option, located at the top of the
Cuts list.
Note that Clear appears below the folders and above the Cuts, in every level of the folder architecture.
Note that Freeplay configuration is saved as part of the Current Project.
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Transport Control Options
Overview

Transport controls can be accessed in the following ways:

1. The function of the Master Scroller during playback is context-dependent:

– If playing a single Cut in V-Cart, without Follow On selected, the Scroller restarts the Cut. If Follow On is
active, the Scroller adds the Cut to the playout queue again.

– If playing a Playlist which is set to Manual, the Scroller switch acts as a Play button when in Pause, and a Skip
button when playing. If Auto is active for the Playlist, the Scroller switch has no function.

– Whenever Pause is active in V-Cart, the Scroller acts as a Play button.

– In Freeplay, the Scroller has no transport function.

2. In V-Cart, Pause and Stop buttons are located in the Touchscreen C-Play display:
– Touching the Pause button toggles the transport between pause and play

– Touching the Stop button stops playback and sets the play position back to the start of the Cut.

3. In V-Cart, the fader and ON button for the Player’s channel strip can trigger transport functions. These are called
Fader Functions and are operated much like an internal Fader Start. They are described more fully below.

– When the fader is open, the ON button on the channel assigned to the C-Play player can be used to start or
stop the selected Cut.

– When the channel is on, opening and closing the fader can be used to play and stop Cuts.

4. Transport functions can also be activated using channel and centre section Free Controls, as well as GPIOs.
Note that transport functions operated via Fader Functions, Softkeys or GPIOs are active even if the C-Play window is
closed.

Fader Functions

Each player can be set to start and stop with the operating of the Channel’s fader and ON button. As this is an entirely
internal function, it is not configured in the Fader Starts menu, but in the new, adjacent, Fader Functions menu.
– When the fader is open, the ON button on the channel assigned to the C-Play player can be used to start or
stop the selected Cut.

– When the channel is on, opening and closing the fader can be used to play and stop Cuts.

With the appropriate C-Play player’s channel assigned to the Master Chanel, press the CHANNEL SETTINGS button
in the Bay Master Control Strip to open the Channel Settings display, and use the Scroller in the Control Strip to open
the Fader Functions menu:

Select the CP Player Play Stop.1 option to start and stop Player 1 with the channel fader, or CP Player Play Stop.2
to do the same to Player 2.
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Channel and Centre Section Softkeys

A range of transport functions can be assigned to the softkeys in the Centre Section or a C-Play Channel Strip.

Channel softkeys are configured by pressing the FREE ASSIGN button located in the Bay Master Control Strip. You will
notice a C-Play folder in the window which appears, which opens as follows:

With this window open, press the switch to which you want to assign a transport function, then use the Control Strip
Scroller to select the function in the display, followed by C-Play Player 1 or 2 (displayed in the right-hand column), and use
the Scroller again to activate the Select button to complete the procedure.
Note that the Softkey assignment process is not limited to the Player in the current channel – either Player can be controlled
from any channel.
For more information on channel softkey assignment procedures, see Section 2 of the main Operating Manual.
Centre Section softkeys are configured by touching the GPI FREE button within the MISC menu, located at the base of
the Touchscreen. In the Function display which appears, you will notice a C-Play folder, which opens as above.

With this window open, press the softkey to which you want to assign a C-Play function, then use the Master Scroller to
select the function in the display, followed by C-Play Player 1 or 2 (displayed in the right-hand column), and touch Select
to complete the procedure.
For more information on Centre Section softkey assignment procedures, see Section 3 of the main Operating Manual.

The following functions are available:

- Play, Stop and Pause simply apply those transport commands to whichever Cut is selected in the Player.
- Loop and Skip duplicate their on-screen functions in V-Cart Cuts or Playlist view.

- All Pause and All Stop pause or stop any Cuts playing, either in V-Cart or Freeplay mode.

- The Freeplay entries apply Freeplay Triggers 1 to 96 to the softkeys. Pressing the softkey while the Trigger is
playing will perform the same function as touching the on-screen Trigger, as defined in the Trigger’s Setup page.

All of these functions are also available via the Touchscreen Free button, where you can also assign the V-Cart Playlist
button, Cuts view Follow On, and Freeplay Swap and Trigger Setup.
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The four letter name given to these functions in the channel displays all start with the Player number (1 or 2), followed by
a three letter shortening of the function. In the case of Freeplay triggers, the Player number is followed by F, then a two
digit number reflecting the Trigger number.

GPIOs

All C-Play softkey functions can be assigned to GPIOs, using the GPIO page located in the Maintenance Pages’ Config menu,
as described in Section 6 of the main Operating Manual.
Note that Tallies are also available on the GPIO outputs for most of the functions.

Uploading and Managing Audio Files for C-Play

C-Play Cuts and Playlists can be managed via Samba Share, using the same procedures as are used for Eyeconix. In Samba
Share, you will now find two new folders called C-Play Cuts and C-Play Playlists:

Note that Samba Share is described in the System Setup section of the most recent version of the Operations Manual.
As you are likely to need regular access to the C-Play Cuts folder, we recommend creating a desktop shortcut for it, in
order to simplify the access procedure.
Sub-folders can be created within both main folders in the normal way.

To add Cuts, simply drag them into the C-Play Cuts folder, or any sub-folder you have created within it.
C-Play supports .mp3 or .wav and broadcast .wav file formats, with any bit rates and sample rates; all files will be converted
to 48kHz. Samba Share will not allow files of an incompatible format to be copied into the C-Play Cuts folder.
Note that the size of the Cuts folder is limited to 10GB.
Note also that if you move a Cut which is referenced by a Playlist or Freeplay trigger, that Playlist or trigger will no longer
function properly.
Important Note: On systems with a redundant core, always ensure you are using the Master machine to manage the
C-Play Cuts folder, as the Slave machine’s folder is always synchronised to the Master machine. See ‘Redundancy
Synchronisation’ for more details.
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Playlists are stored in standard .m3u format.
Note: this means that Playlists can be created and edited offline using a text editor. However, we do not recommend
attempting this unless you are familiar with .m3u syntax.

C-Play Backups

C-Play’s edit data, triggers and playlist files are included in a system backup. However, due to the potential size of the
C-Play Cuts folder, this folder is not included in a backup and must be backed up manually via Samba Share.

Redundant System Operation

When switching between cores, the Player mode (V-Cart Mode Cuts View, Playlist View, Freeplay Mode) will be
synchronised, as will the edit data and Playlist files. The Freeplay configuration is saved as part of the Project so will be
unaffected. The transport status and folder navigation location will not be retained; If a Cut was playing at the changeover
point, it will need to be reloaded on the Slave machine. The C-Play Cuts folder will need to be kept synchronised as
described below.

Manual Synchronisation

While edit data, triggers and playlist files are synchronised between the Slave and Master machines automatically in the
event of a changeover, the system will encourage you to keep them manually synchronised as described below.
Synchronisation of the C-Play Cuts folder needs to be triggered manually.
We strongly recommend synchronising C-Play Cuts folders whenever changes are made.
Note that, to guard against inadvertently deleting Cuts, the C-Play Cuts folder on the Slave is always synchronised to
match the Master, and not the other way around.
Whenever the Master machine is being operated, a Sync button (shown below) will be displayed between the Playlist
and 1 Player 2 buttons. The button has three states:
SYNC OK indicates that the Slave is synchronised;

SYNC with a red X indicates that the Slave is not synchronised;

If the folders are not synchronised, press the button to start the slave synchronising to the master.
SYNC BUSY indicates that synchronisation is in progress.
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BUG FIXES

• Occasional red file sync timeout message will no longer appear

• Pressing and holding the Insert IN key will now restore Insert normalling on Channels, ASG’s, PGM and Auxes
• The PGM downmix for stereo PGM is now 0dB

• The ‘Sync Error’ message no longer incorrectly appears on large Morse systems when large amounts of routes
are made

• A project containing Morse IO as EXT inputs no longer causes a freeze on a subsequent project load
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Solid State Logic (‘SSL’) is willing to license this C100 HDS software and accompanying documentation for this product (the
‘Software’) to the customer (the entity that purchased the product and software) on the condition that you read and accept
all of the terms in this agreement. Please read the terms below carefully. By continuing to install the software and using the
enclosed information to license the software you acknowledge that you have read and understood the agreement and agree
to be bound by its terms and conditions. If you do not agree to these terms then do not open this package, discontinue the
installation process and contact your local SSL representative for advice.

Licence

SSL hereby grants you a non-exclusive licence to install and use the Software in machine-readable form on a single console.
You may copy the software only for backup purposes, provided that you reproduce all copyright and other proprietary
notices that are on the original copy of the Software.

Restrictions

SSL retains the right, title and interest in and to the Software, and any rights not granted to you herein are reserved by SSL.
You may not reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, or translate the Software, or otherwise attempt to derive the source
code for the Software, except to the extent allowed under applicable law. If applicable law permits such activities, any
information so discovered must be promptly disclosed to SSL and shall be deemed to be the confidential proprietary
information of SSL. Any attempt to transfer any of the rights, duties or obligations hereunder is void. You may not rent, lease,
loan or resell for profit the Software, or any part thereof. You may not reproduce, distribute or create derivative works of
the Software.

Limitation of Liability

In no event will SSL or it’s suppliers be liable for profits or other consequential, incidental or special damages however
arising, including negligence, in connection with the software or this agreement, even if SSL has been advised of the possibility
of such damages. In no event will SSL’s liability in connection with the Software, regardless of the form of action, exceed £100.

Indemnity

You agree to defend and indemnify SSL against all claims, losses, liabilities, damages costs and expenses, including legal fees,
which SSL may incur in connection with your breach of this Agreement.

General

The Software is a commercial item. This Agreement is governed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the United
Kingdom.
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